1. Overview
The manual demonstrates how to integrate BizCloud Experts build in connectors for
Zoho CRM and DynamoDB with Amazon Connect contact center solution, that perform
the following functionality:
1. Zoho CRM Data Dip : Greets the caller by identity.
2. DynamoDB Logging: Maintains call logs, customer journey and flow of each
call throughout its lifecycle.
The manual walks you through a step by step procedure, which includes, creation of an
Amazon Connect instance, routing profiles, queues, users and utilize BizCloud’s readily
available sample contact flow which is already integrated with the connectors.
2. Service Catalog Portfolio
The solution is shared with your account as a Service Catalog portfolio once registered on
the “Try it out” section in BizCloud Experts website.
The connectors are built on a serverless model, in the form of lambda functions and a
NoSQL database (DynamoDB). The Lambda functions are configured to use relevant
IAM roles to access and perform operation on DynamoDB table.
The end to end process is described below with relevant screenshots.
Note: The Portfolio will be shared with the US-EAST-1 (N.Virginia) region of your
AWS account.
Step i:
The shared product will be available in the products list tab of service catalog (in your
AWS account) as shown below:

Step ii: Select the product version

The required parameters to launch the product are:
1. Zoho API Key - Used to perform data-dip on Zoho CRM to get customer records.
2. Table Name - DynamoDB table to maintain the contact center logs.
Note: The Zoho API key is only used to perform GET operations on Zoho CRM.

Optionally enable tags and notifications. For demo purposes, we are leaving it with
defaults.

Hit launch and once the status is Available, the connectors (Lambda functions) and a
DynamoDB table would be created in your AWS account.

3. Connect Call Flow (Basic)
Note: If you would like to embed the connectors in your existing contact flow, you can
skip this and refer to the sample contact flow.
Step i:
Start by creating an Amazon Connect instance, as shown in the screenshot

Enter an instance name in the Identity Management section.

Create an administrator account for the instance.

Amazon Connect offers both inbound and outbound calling. Choose a preferred option.

An S3 bucket is created, by default, for Amazon Connect to store call recordings and call
related data. The bucket can always be encrypted for security purposes using Amazon
KMS. However, we are not using KMS in this demonstration.

Optionally, claim a DID or Toll-free number based on your requirement.

Below diagram, explains how routing profiles, queues and users need to be created in
Amazon Connec:

Below is the Amazon Connect’s Dashboard:

Step-ii:
Queues are used to route the calls to an agent. Create a queue with default settings.

Step iii:
Create a Routing Profile. Attach the queue created above to the routing profile. The
priority can be set optionally, if multiple queues are attached to the routing profile.

Step iv:
Create Users (contact center agents) and attach the routing profile to the user. Security
profiles determine the role of an agent in the contact center (like agent, Admin etc.)

The contact center workflows can be defined in the Amazon Connect contact flow.
Please import the attached BizCloud sample contact flow that is integrated with the Zoho
and DynamoDB connectors.
4. Permissions For Connect To Invoke Connectors
Resource policy has to be explicitly enabled for the connectors to be invoked by Amazon
Connect. Below is the command to allow invoke permission on Lambda functions.
Permission for Connector-1:
aws lambda add-permission --function-name function:connector-1
--statement-id 1 \
--principal connect.amazonaws.com  --action lambda:InvokeFunction
--source-account 123456789012 \
--source-arn
arn:aws:connect:us-east-1:123456789012:instance/def1a4fc-ac9d-11e6-b
582-06a0be38cccf \

Follow the same procedure for enabling invoke permission on connector-2 as well.
5. Test the data-dip and call logs:
As a final step, attach the contact flow created above to the DID/toll-free number. Then,
make a test call. If your contact is saved in the Zoho CRM, Amazon Connect greets you
with your name and the DynamoDB table should be updated with the call records. The
records keep updating in DynamoDB table each time the customer calls the contact
center.
Although, we have limited this demo to Zoho CRM and DynamoDB connectors, at BizCloud
Experts we have enabled numerous functionalities into our contact center solution based on
Amazon Connect. Few of them include:
● Desk phone integration
● Custom contact control panel (CCP) for the agent
● Lex chatbot that support the agent during the call
● CRM integration with custom CCP
● Customer journey
and many more, which added greater business value and provided enhanced customer
experience.

In addition, BizCloud Experts has 10+ Amazon Connect certified Engineers, and numerous
AWS certified architects. We have the ability and experience to transform a legacy contact
center into a cloud based contact center solution.
Please click here for more information or reach us on +1(214)-206-8976.

